Book dealers and book collectors also acknowledge GMN's authority. Whenever possible, book sellers provide GMN numbers with descriptions of books for sale. 5 The numbers carry so much authority that their presence increases the prices of books. Leslie Morton himself noted this more than 30 years ago: "I am told that the selling-price of an old medical book is increased by about 30 per cent if it is included in GarrisonM~rton."~ Nearly a quarter of a century later, historian William F. Bynum noted that sale items still increased in price when annotated with GMN numbers while, at the same time, they accrued symbolic capital: "A 'G-M' number immediately multiplies the price one would expect to pay for an old medical book, but inclusion has also become, by common consent, the equivalent of entry into the medico-historical Valhalla."' Historians of medicine are more restrained in their enthusiasm for GMN than are librarians, dealers, and collectors. Nonetheless, they, too, praise it. E. Ashworth Underwood commented that "this book will no doubt continue on its triumphant way.'@ Arthur Rook said that it "deserves high praise as a monumental contribution which is the indispensable tool of the working medical hi~torian."~ Pauline M. Vaillan- court noted that "l'ouvrage ainsi complete restera un instrument de travail indispensable pour tous les historiens de la m6decine."1° William F. Bynum opined that "if 'Garrison and Morton' did not exist, it would be necessary to invent it, so indispensable have the successive editions" become.ll Finally, Mirko D. Grmek asserted that "nous en conseillons vivement l'acquisition et l'emplacement a cat6 de la table de travail."12
A BRIEF HISTORY OF GARRISON-MORTON-NORMAN
The reasons for Garrison-Morton-Norman's venerability and authority are specifiable and related to important historiographic issues. But before turning to them, I need to point out some features of its history. In its seven editions, it has had six different titles (listed in the Appendix), all long and awkward. The awkward titles and the urge to commemorate the three compilers have led users to refer to the work by eponym, Garrison-Morton-Norman, in the same way that other classic works are now referred to, for example, Wing, Osler, and Wellcome.
A second change in GMN has been a threefold increase in the number of entries between the 1912 and the 1991 editions: the first edition had about 3,000 entries while the latest has about 9,000. As GMN has grown, compilers have not only added entries but deleted them as well, so that the growth of the work is complex (see Table 1 ). Of all the changes the work has undergone during its long history, the most fundamental was made by Garrison when he abandoned the arrangement of the first edition while preparing the second. In the 1912 edition his major categories were chronological eras: Pre-Hippocratic, Byzantine, Renaissance, Eighteenth Century, and the Modern Era. He then subdivided the eras, especially the larger ones, by disease (e.g., syphilis, sweating sickness), by medical specialty (surgery, ophthalmology), or by medical science (anatomy, physiology). For the 1933 edition Garrison reversed this structure, designating medical specialties, medical sciences, and diseases as major categories and the chronological divisions as minor ones. All subsequent editions maintain this basic structure, although the number of categories increased and the labels sometimes changed.
Garrison's 1933 change did several things. It declared in effect that a Renaissance writer on ophthalmology had more in common with a twentieth-century writer on ophthalmology than he had with other Renaissance writers on medicine. Moreover, by structuring the work on such nineteenth-century concepts as medical specialties, medical sciences, and specific disease entities, he projected nineteenth-and twentieth-century events backwards in time, giving the whole of the history of medicine a modern cast. With the new arrangement, Garrison also promoted a genealogical and goal-oriented approach to the history of medicine, for since 1933 readers could (in theory) trace the history of a disease, a specialty, or a science from its origins to the present. It is the subordination of time to the identity of modern medical disciplines which makes many historians shun GMN as irrelevant to their researches. Paradoxically, it is subordination of time and circumstance to medical identity that makes GMN so appealing to contemporary physicians and biomedical scientists who wish to commemorate the fathers of their specialty or science and to connect with them.
When Leslie T. 
Garrison-Morton-Norman's Myths of Medical Origins
Part of Garrison-Morton-Norman's venerability comes from its own history, which spans most of this century, and part from its ability to reinvent itself, to use a phrase much heard these days. Equally important is its preoccupation with the origins of medical sciences and specialties, with the first discovery of diseases, and with priority in the invention of technology and techniques. It is in the notes that this preoccupation is most apparent: "first book devoted exclusively to the structure of a single species other than man" (entry 285); "He [Julius Althaus] was the first to employ electrolysis for medical purposes" (1996.3); "first edition of the Arabic version with English translation and notes" (2189); "first use of x rays for deep irradiation therapy" (2002); "first description of fihvre boutonneuse" (5383); and "Rhazes was the first to devote an entire treatise to diseases of children" (6313). While examples provide the flavor of GMN's preoccupation with origins, they cannot communicate the extent of that preoccupation. About 85 to 90 percent of the entries have notes, and about 75 percent of the notes record priority explicitly or implicitly. The arrangement of the entries also draws attention to priorities. Beginning in 1933 (as already noted), the work is organized by discipline, specialty, or disease, not by era. This permits the recognition of hundreds of firsts in the history of medicine that would not be identifiable if the work had a chronological order.
Many scholars are sceptical about the search for origins, among them Leslie T. Morton himself:
Comparatively few discoveries are clear-cut and someone can usually produce an earlier description by some "forgotten pioneer." Again, after a disease entity has been properly described and accepted it is not difficult for the enthusiastic historian to read into an earlier writing a description of that particular condition."
i l An older contemporary of Morton, George Sarton (1884 Sarton ( -1956 )' who prepared lists of firsts in science as Morton did in medicine, had already noted the difficulty, even the impossibility, of recognizing priority. The historian, he writes, is irresistibly led to the fixation on first events. "So-and-so was the first to this-or-that." "This was the first treatise dealing with. . . . I ' This never fails to involve him in new difficulties, because creations absolutely de novo are very l rare, if they occur at all; most novelties are only novel combinations of old elements, and the degree of novelty is thus a matter of interpretation, which may vary considerably according to the historian's experience, standpoint, or prejudice~.'~ Sociologist Robert K. Merton, a student of Sarton's at Harvard in the 1 9 3 0~~ took Sarton's observation, and-after noting that Sarton was not the first to make it-wrote a series of influential and far-reaching studies demonstrating that scientific discoveries are almost always made by two or more researchers, frequently simultaneously.1g Merton's research, confirming Sarton's and Morton's intuitions about firsts, undermines any project to establish them in medicine or science. So persuasive and so powerful was Merton's argument that it was recently reduced to Stiglerfs Law of Eponymy, which says that "no scientific discovery is named after its original disco~erer."~~ With less rigorous arguments than Merton and Stigler use, many and probably most historians of medicine dismiss the search for firsts as trite or fruitless. An old saw of graduate seminar rooms, I recall, is that "the historian should be the last to use the word first." What is interesting to professional historians is what came before, what came after, and what it all means. As to the fruitlessness of searching for firsts, Gert H. Brieger wrote in his biography of Garrison:
for many who tried their hand at the history of medicine in Garrison's day, and unfortunately for some who write it today, the main question has been "who did what first?" This is, simply put, a rather barren historiographic approach, a necessary part of the story, but no longer sufficienk2* Nonetheless, however often historians catalogue the pitfalls of establishing origins in medicine and science, however strongly they assert that there are no firsts but only multiple discoveries, or however frequently they say such a search is barren, the search for firsts continues and GMN goes on to edition after edition. This happens because myths of origin are ubiquitous and powerful forces in establishing identity and community. In an essay on the origins of baseball, the geologist and historian Stephen J. Gould 
affirmed this:
We are powerfully drawn to the subject of beginnings. We yearn to know about origins, and we readily construct myths when we do not have data (or we suppress data in favor of legend when a truth strikes us as too commonplace). The hankering after an origin myth has always been especially strong for the closest subject of all-the human race. But we extend the same psychic need to our accomplishments and institutions-and we have origin myths and stories for the beginning of hunting, of language, of art, of kindness, of war, of boxing, bowties, and brassiere^.^^ l In political history, myths of origins are commonplace, evocative, and powerful. "In a new society some satisfactory explanation (or even myth) of origins can be a vital ingredient in the formation of national identity."23 Among the most famous progenitors of such myths in the United States was Daniel Webster who delivered "magisterial evocations of an inspiring golden age that was, in its tense as well as intent, the past perfect."24 Frequently speaking about Pilgrims, Presidents, and Revolutionary War heroes, "he genuinely believed the myths he declaimed; and so did most of his auditor^."^^ In nineteenth-century Canada, too, politicians and historians created national and heroic myths: It is no surprise, then, for the medical professional in general and GMN in particular to be preoccupied with founders and heroes of medicine. The medical profession is as much a social, economic, and political entity as any fledgling nation.29 For the medical profession, GMN defines its identity, celebrates its founders and heroes, and creates fellowship between past and present scientists and clinicians.
It is easy for historians to debunk myths of origins with systematic and disciplined research, but doing so does not explain why historical priority is so important for biomedical scientists and physicians. Sociologist Robert K. Merton is helpful in this regard. For him the search for priority provides insight not so much into the history of science as into the hierarchical reward system of contemporary science. At the top are the very few men "who have put their stamp upon the science and thought of their age,"30 such as Newton, Darwin, and Freud. At the next level are men who have "fathered a new science or a new branch of sci-I en~e,"~l such as Morgagni, the father of pathology; Bichat, the father of histology; and Wundt, the father of experimental psychology. Lower in the hierarchy are the thousands of scientists and practitioners who have laws, diseases, techniques, processes, or anatomical points named for them, such as Addison, Bright, Oddi, Osler, and Kelly. Instrumental to the reward system are "guardians of posthumous fame," GMN among them, of course, where "great attention is paid to priority of discovery, to the iteration and reiteration of 'firsts.' "32 If Merton is right-and I think he is-that works such as GMN are part of the scientific enterprise rather than the disciplined and systematic study of the historical record, then his theory also explains one of the most criticized features of GMN and those (usually physicians) who write books and articles about medical origins, namely, that they ignore 
The Myth of the Lone Bibliographer
In a review of the 1970 edition of GMN, the late English historian of medicine, E. Ashworth Underwood, wrote that he was "inclined to think that the time has now come to reconsider the fundamental.nature and purpose of the work, more especially with reference to the modern I peri~d."~' To do that he examined how the 1970 edition handled five Nobel Prize winners, A. V. Hill, Otto Meyerhof, Hans Spemann, Sir Henry Dale, and Albert von Szent-Gyorgyi, all of whom won prizes before World War 11. Hill was represented by only one paper out of a lifetime of closely articulated work. Meyerhof was represented by one paper and an unimportant collection of lectures-with no mention of his work on nerves or oxygen debt. Only one paper of Spemann was noted out of a lifetime of original and "completely inter-related research." Thirteen papers of Sir Henry Dale were included, seven dealing with research on histamine but only two relating to the research for which he won the Nobel Prize. Only two papers of Szent-Gyorgyi's appeared, one on the questionable Vitamin P and none on his revolu-tionary research on muscle contraction. "It appears to me," Underwood concludes, "that Mr. Morton has assumed a terrifying and unwarrantable responsibility in attempting to illuminate the work of any such scientist by citing one or two of his papers. And it should be emphasized that these five men are not isolated instances. Many other men mentioned in this book are dealt with in the same inadequately selective manner. " 38 Because Underwood had only the space of a review to test his intuition, I thought it worthwhile to examine further his unease about the twentieth-century coverage and see how the latest (1991) edition handles it. To do this I drew a systematic sample of 912 entries from its 8,927 entries. These are arranged by eras in Table 2 . Eighty percent of the entries come from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, there being 10 percent more entries from the former than the latter. (More about that later.) Allotting only 20 percent of the entries to the preceding two millennia creates a thin and therefore misleading veneer of coverage. Since the dominant interest of the GMN compilers is in the modem era, they should focus on it exclusively and in another work of equal length cover the millennia leading to the modem age. More to the point is the frequency distribution of the sample entries from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries (Figure 1 ). It peaks in the 1880s and in the 1930s. Before 1880 and after 1940 entries rapidly decline. The 1 9 5 0~~ for example, get the same percentage of entries as the 1810s. GMN's strength, then, is in the half century between the time William Osler became actively involved in medical work and the beginning of World War 11. This pattern demonstrates that its compilers missed one of the most important features of modern biomedical science, namely, the exponential growth of the medical literature. In 1875 there were about 254 biomedical journals in the world, while in 1973 there were about 19,000.39 If GMN is to represent the published output of the world's greatest biomedical scientists and practitioners, its entries must show something of this exponential growth. If there are more scientists producing this growing mountain of print, there must also be more scientists deserving recognition and celebration. The seventh edition, published more than 50 years after the start of World War 11, surely must provide more adequate coverage of an important period in the history of medicine. Underwood's apprehension of inadequate coverage of the twentieth century must extend to the latest edition of GMN as well as to the earlier ones. The reason that GMN provides haphazard coverage for the twentieth century lies in what can be called the myth of the Lone Bibliographer, the misapprehension that one person can survey the whole of medical literature. Morton wrote in 1960 that "I was also convinced that this type of work could not satisfactorily be carried out by a team."40 A subsequent reviewer underlined his conviction by saying that " 'GarrisonMorton' remains an invaluable reference tool and, like Dr. Johnson's Dictiona y, better off for the fact that Mr. Morton has chosen to produce it single-handedl~."~~ A little reflection shows the weakness of that premise. The medical literature is at least 2,500 years old, perhaps older. It crosses scores of languages and dozens of cultures. Its size is enormous, and for several centuries it grew exponentially so that by the end of the twentieth century there are more than 20,000 biomedical journals. Given its size and specialization, no one person can encompass contemporary medical literature in English, much less that from over two millennia of medical science and practice. The generation which included William Osler and John Shaw Billings was probably the last in which one person could hope to keep up with the annual output of biomedical journals. Hence the Lone Bibliographer is bound to produce an arbitrary and unrepresentative work. This is not to say that the most recent compiler did not obtain expert help. For example, he lists nearly 20 people who provided advice or comments. But they did not constitute a team which systematically covered the history of medicine. For example, there were no experts on Medieval, Renaissance, or Arabic Medicine. In addition, the contributors appear to have been commentators, fact checkers, and advisers rather than expert and systematic compilers. Therefore, although the 1991 edition obtained more help than its predecessors, it still remained the work of a single person. If GMN is to serve its celebratory and ceremonial function, then it needs to be reconceived on a scale that will do justice to the profession it seeks to celebrate. This means a large increase in the number of entries and a change from a single compiler to a large and systematic team of experts.
There are two recent historical projects which illustrate the scale necessary to make GMN a representative work. (1995) . It has 48 sections, running from "Prehistory" to "International Relations since 1920." To survey this scope it had one Founding General Editor, one General Editor, one Associate Editor, a 14-member Board of Editors, 380 contributors and consultants, two volumes, and 2,027 pages of text. The universality of disease and medical practitioners, to say nothing of the medical profession's long heritage, deserve an effort equal in scope and size. The problem with GMN, then, as it nears the end of this century, is not that it serves the commemorative voice of history-history as myth, recognition, ceremony, or celebration-rather than its forensic voicehistory as the disciplined interpretation of the historical record. Both are legitimate aims of history and both will no doubt thrive with or without GMN. Rather, the problem with GMN is that it is so haphazard a selection that it serves none of the varieties of history. 
APPENDIX: CHECKLIST OF GARRISON-MORTON-NORMAN EDITIONS
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